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There is no doubt the Chaos deserves the True Sport Award! Throughout the 2021/22
ringette season, this team has exemplified what it means to be a True Sport team. In
this application, we will show how this team has pulled out all the stops to strive for
excellence and rise to every challenge that came their way. They won some and they
lost some, but throughout the season, they played fair and honored the spirit of the
rules. They showed respect for the game, valued their officials, held their coaches in
high esteem and appreciated everyone who made this year possible. Those of us who
were fortunate enough to witness this team in action will say they worked hard, they
never missed an opportunity to encourage each other, and they absolutely kept it fun!

Like all the other teams in the SRA, the Chaos faced yet another Covid-19 pandemic
year. Not only did they do so with great determination, they remained steadfast in their
efforts to prioritize their physical, mental and emotional health and wellbeing.
Sometimes this meant “keep going”, while other times this meant “take a break”. It was
truly impressive to see how they managed this balance. Finally, we hope to show how
the Chaos developed new friendships, shared their love of ringette with those around
them and, as a team, gave back to their community.



From very early on in the season, this team has been setting goals and striving to meet
them.

The coaches have been instrumental in giving the players different types of
opportunities to learn new skills and improve their game. Early in the season, the girls
were sent a video link of NRL level game clips. Each player, on their own, watched their
older role models skillfully execute plays (like breaking through triangles, passing the
ring intentionally, maintaining control during shift changes and defending their zone
during penalties). Coming together afterwards to practice what they had seen is just one
great example of how they prioritized striving for excellence. Exercises like this, along
with many other drills and activities practiced all year, resulted in
a team that was truly exciting to watch!



In the midst of covid-19, this team has shown
a remarkable ability to rise to whatever
challenges came their way. In January, during
the Jim Benning tournament in Regina,
several players from the Chaos were not able
to play due to illness. Not only did the healthy
players carry on and finish the tournament,
they were mindful of letting their teammates
know how much they were missed!

Even off the ice, this team rose to the
occasion (quite literally!). One team bonding
event held at Clip & Climb was a prime

example of this. A few of the girls, afraid of heights, were able to reach new limits with
the support of their teammates cheering them on!



Being one of the first U14A teams the SRA has seen in several years, the Chaos were
matched most commonly with the U16B teams throughout the season. Despite the
challenges of facing older opponents, our girls approached every game with eager
determination. They played honestly and fairly, regardless of what the score was.

Guided by the example set by head coach Katie, the Chaos players learned what it
meant to show respect for others. At just 12 and 13 years old, exemplifying maturity,
self-regulation and respect in sport can be a tall order, but this team routinely
demonstrated great sportsmanship. Whether it was good-natured hand shakes after the
game, accepting calls made by officials, supporting each other with a “good shot” or
“nice try”, being open to coaching suggestions, winning a game with modesty or losing
one graciously, they were consistently respectful, both on and off the ice. When players
couldn’t be present at games, they often tuned into LIVE BARN to watch and cheer
each other on. If you were to scroll through the Chaos group Snapchat, you would see
many messages between players showing positivity and encouragement. Statements
like….

“OOO good job!!”

“Yea…I had so much fun!”

“Awwww…Hope you feel better soon!”

“So good so far!”

“It was such an awesome year!”

One weekend in February, the Chaos traveled to Regina to play a set of interlocking
games. The girls experienced two very tough losses back-to-back. While they certainly
felt the disappointment any team would feel, they accepted the losses with grace and
made the best of the day anyway. For many of the girls, this was their first team bus
ride. What a show of resilience to see the fun they made despite the score on the clock!!

In March, at the Western Cup tournament in Regina, the Chaos players were bringin’
the house down one night with some stellar karaoke. Just when we all thought things
couldn’t get better… the girls invited the Manitoba team they were facing the next
morning for the bronze medal into the room to sing along!



Speaking of good times, from the very
beginning, the Chaos made this season
extra fun! The very first night they spent as a
team was in one of the player’s backyards.
Watching them, you never would have
guessed that many of them didn’t know each
other. They played games until after dark
and didn’t want to go home…

From that night on, there was never a
shortage of laughter and fun…

Making Christmas Ornaments!



Playing cards and board games for a little friendly off-ice competition…

Christmas Twinkle Tour…

Golfing a 3-hole loop at the Saskatoon Golf and country club…



Or how about a little Halloween Spirit?!

The coaches and players of the
Chaos all did a fantastic job
emphasizing the importance of
staying healthy.

Physical fitness was certainly a
regular focus, as the girls worked
hard during every minute of ice time.
Off the ice, they were fortunate to
have weekly access to Flex Fitness,
where they took on some very
unique and challenging workouts.



In addition to keeping their bodies in tip-top condition, the Chaos placed a very high
priority on both mental health and emotional wellbeing. In October, the girls learned
about the importance of quieting the mind and maintaining balance when they
participated in a team yoga session.

The team also attended a wellness presentation by the University of Saskatchewan
Nursing students where they explored topics like nutrition, body image and social media
influence.

In February, the girls had yet another opportunity to learn about “Mental toughness in
sport”, led by Danielle, a University of Saskatchewan PhD student in Sports Psychology.
Here, they talked about grit, mindfulness, self compassion and building on character
strengths.



And of course, the importance of friendship to our health can never be underestimated.
For many of the players on this team, ringette is their safe place to land. From the
vantage point of the parents, it was indeed so incredibly heartwarming to see the
connections between our girls grow over the course of the season. The coaches did
such an incredible job creating an environment where each girl would know their
individual strengths and where the friendships between them could grow!



The concept of sharing sport was evident
this season. A few examples of how the
Chaos included others and worked to
ensure everyone had space to play….

They were awesome fans cheering on
other teams!!

Including the Saskatchewan Heat! How
lucky were we to have our very own NRL player on our coaching staff??!! Madison
Ryan gave so much of her time to the girls, they naturally wanted to reciprocate the
support. It didn’t take long for the team motto to become… #BelikeMaddy



And we would have been lost without our sweetheart of a younger sibling Ellie as our
Western Cup Mascot!

Not only did the Chaos demonstrate an impressive level of athleticism and spirit this
year, they also revealed they have big hearts when they volunteered at Stream of Hope
Aid for Ukraine. The girls spent an afternoon sorting, packing and labeling donated
clothing, food and medical aid items. Not only did this experience provide an opportunity
for the girls to show kindness and feel an appreciation for the power of community, they

also learned a bit about history and current events around the
world from people directly affected.





Truthfully, there are too many examples of the True Sport spirit on this team to mention.
Their passion and love for ringette, their respect for each other as individuals, their

enthusiasm to fundraise and make this year possible, and the team spirit they showed
from beginning to end make them so very deserving of this award.

Overall, the Chaos proved they have a remarkable mix of grace and grit…

a True Sport team to the core!


